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- David Wise

"My wife has emphazima and has had seven heart attacks. But
 she still could not quit smoking. Until we received the e
 cigarettes from you. The first day she laid down the tobacco
 cigarettes and now is feeling much better. Thank you for your
 extremely fast service and for a product that has helped my wife
 beyond belief."

- John Ehrenberg

 

"I want to tell you that you are a wonderful company to do
 business with. You honor the quality of your products, you
 charge a small shipping fee, and your mailings are always on
 time. Your email notices of shipping out are also greatly
 appreciated. Keep up the good work and you will always be on
 top of the others. Thank you." 

- India S

 

"For the last  2 years the doctors have been telling my mom to
 quit smoking, that it was imperative.  Her oncologist (Dr. Elvis
 Donaldson) had especially been telling her as she had survived
 another form of cancer that had been directly related to
 smoking.  As her child that lives with her, I knew that if I didn't
 quit also, that she probably would never do it either.  So, we
 started the whole regimen of the prescriptions, drugs, over-the-
counter stuff,  anything that you could use ( and usually work for
 most people)  we tried to no avail.  We are die-hard smokers. 
 Tha bad thing is we love to smoke.  So, one day I was talking to
 my brother on the phone about how hard this was and if we
 didn't succeed this time,  that mom, at 74, just wasn't going to be
 able to sustain this type of lifestyle for long without severe
 repercussions.  He told me to google "E-cigarettes",  he went on
 to tell me that he had heard of a high success rate with them. 
 Even tho we would still get a small amount of nicotine, that we
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 would have the same satisfaction with them as you would a
 cigarette,  just without all the carcinogens.  So,  I googled,
 ordered, they came in the mail, we tried them, love them, have
 not had a real cigarette in 2 months.  Now, that may not sound
 like a big deal to you, but yesterday I went to the Dr. for a cold
 and he said my lungs were "clear as a bell".  I haven't heard that
 in 20 years.  My mom is  a different person since quitting.  Her
 coloring is back, which I didn't even know was gone, she doesn't
 have to use breathing treatments anymore, and you have given
 us back our mom.  In a billion years, I can't thank you enough. 
 we have given them to all our friends who smoke, hoping they,
 too can achieve what my mom & i achieved, and together we
 smoked for 98 years. Thank you so much,  with all my heart!!!

- Debbie Depp Rassel

 

"I got my SS Choice 7's Micro three days ago, and love it. I was
 smoking as much as two packs of cigarettes a day, and now
 have had a total of seven tobacco cigarettes since receiving my
 e-cigarette. Three of those were only because I got myself stuck
 without charged battery. My wife isn't making me smoke outside
 anymore, and my boss appreciates me taking less "self-
appointed" breaks at work. Additionally, I already physically feel a
 lot better. I'm breathing easier, have more energy, and
 surprisingly, I'm constantly in a much better mood than I was
 smoking tobacco cigarettes. The 7's micro isn't exactly like a
 tobacco cigarette, but close enough for a heavy, stubborn
 smoker like me to make the switch effortlessly." 

- Johnny Vox

 

"I started using this product about a month ago. I am totally
 satisfied. My health has clearly improved already. I tried the
 nicotine replacement products, but they did not satisfy my
 craving for cigarettes like these do. I don't use the e-cigarette
 nearly as much as I used to smoke cigarettes either. I highly
 recommend these for anyone who wants to improve their health,
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 but can't or doesn't want to go cold turkey." 

- Sue Bickford

 

"I used to smoke with a drink. The two went hand in hand. I was
 not a smoker any other time. I would end up feeling horrible in
 the morning from smoking too much. Now if I go out with my
 friends this satisfies me. I no longer smell of smoke, I don't have
 to stand outside in the cold alone, my skin looks better, my eyes
 are clear, my fiance can sit next to me and not get upset if I
 accidentally blow in his direction, I am helping the environment
 with no waste product(only if you use the liquid and recycle the
 bottle), I feel better, I can do other things while smoking...need
 both hands? Put the E-cig down anywhere!, I can have a cleaner
 home, no more worries while driving in inclement weather
 because I can keep the window up, I don't have to freak out that I
 have no cigarettes and go out in the cold to get them, my pets
 health will be better, no burns, no stains, no concern for dropping
 it while doing any activity, more social acceptance(I am no longer
 a disgusting smoker), smoke anywhere you wish(just explain to
 the manager first what it is), and happy that no nicotine if I
 choose, but same feeling! A better life all around! No longer a
 stunted life from a dirty addiction! Please do not forget health
 insurance...you are no longer a smoker(if a nicotine gum chewer
 is not a smoker than neither are you)! I love this E-cig!"

Amanda

 

"You guys really do support our troops and I thank you for
 supporting me. Best military discount ever thank you. I'll be
 ordering all my refills from you. You ship at sonic speeds too.
 thank you"

Chris Holle

 

"I LOVE THIS PRODUCT!! I strongly recommend this for any
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 smoker. I was one of those people who only smoked about a
 pack to 2 packs a week. I figured this would be perfect because
 it still gave me the sensation that I was smoking a cigarette. It
 truly works. I have no desire to smoke a regular cigarette, the
 electronic one satisfies me completely ;) Thank you to whoever
 came up with this product!"

Sabrina

 

"I recieved my kit last week, and have gone from 2 packs a day to
 1/2 pack a day. Very impressed with this product. Would highly
 recommend to everyone looking to quit or just cut back on real
 cigs. Thanks e cig."

Joe Duchane

 

"This product is great. I tell everyone I know about the E-
Cigarettes. I wish I had known about them when they first came
 out. I chose your product because it had the E-Liquid where I
 could refill cartridges myself. I have back problems and a great
 deal of chronic pain. I take large amounts of pain meds. When
 smoking cigarettes I was falling asleep while smoking and
 burning holes in things. I hated smelling like a cigarette all the
 time. I have totally quit smoking cigarettes now that I have the E-
Cigarettes. I am thrilled with them. I have called the company a
 couple of times and have never had better customer service. I
 can't thank you enough."

Cindy Pless

 

"43 year smoker - I can't tell you how overwhelmed I have
 become with the success of the e-cigarette. for the first time in
 my life i feel free. maybe now i can get over my addiction to
 nicotine with this product. i was a 2 pack a day smoker, and now
 i don't even crave a real cigarette. i am feeling better than i have
 in years. i can't stress enough how well this product works.
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